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The Interplay Between Fiction and
Testimony: The Representation of
Republican Exile in Britain in
Esteban Salazar Chapela’s

Perico en Londres*

BLANCA GÓMEZ GARCÍA

University College London

In 1977 Julien Serge Doubrovsky coined the term ‘autofiction’ to refer to the
synthesis between autobiography and fiction that defined his work Fils
(1977).1 However, despite the significant delay in naming this literary
phenomenon, the fusion between autobiography and fiction in writing can
be found long before that date. Manuel Alberca, one of the most influential
scholars of Spanish autofiction, and Alicia Molero de la Iglesia consider the
Libro de buen amor (1330) to be one of the first examples of autofiction
avant la lettre in Spain.2 Alberca also offers many other examples such as
Miguel de Unamuno’s Niebla (1914) and Arturo Barea’s trilogy La forja de
un rebelde (1941–1946).3 None the less, it is undeniable that autofictional
writing emerged most significantly in the second half of the 1970s, which in
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1 Serge Doubrovsky, Fils (Paris: Gallimard, 2001).
2 Juan Ruiz, Arcipreste de Hita, Libro de buen amor, ed., con intro. & notas de Alberto

Blecua (Madrid: Cátedra, 2006); Manuel Alberca, El pacto ambiguo: de la novela
autobiográfica a la autoficción, prólogo de Justo Navarro (Madrid: Biblioteca Nueva, 2007),
143; and Alicia Molero de la Iglesia, La autoficción en España. Jorge Semprún, Carlos Barral,
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3 See Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 143.
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Spain was bolstered by the newly acquired sense of freedom after the end of
Franco’s regime (1939–1975) and the need to express the experiences suffered
during the dictatorship or in exile. From then to the present, the number of
writers of autofiction and of literary critics that have tried to analyse the
phenomenon have grown exponentially. Numerous scholars have
attempted to trace its history and have provided different definitions such
as ‘auto(r)ficción’, ‘figuración del yo’ and ‘autobiographical fiction’.4 Despite
their diverse connotations, all share their perception of the genre as a
hybrid between fiction and ‘reality’. Following Manuel Alberca, this article
understands the term ‘autofiction’ as:

[…] un original espacio autobiográfico y novelesco en el que se comprueba
que los relatos que se acogen a esta posibilidad […] mezclan las fronteras
entre lo real y lo inventado, demostrando la fácil permeabilidad creadora
entre ambas.5

This article will analyse Perico en Londres (1947) by Esteban Salazar
Chapela (1900–1965) as an early example of autofiction to argue that
Salazar drew upon autobiography and fiction to create a space of co-
existence that embraces the contradictions and ambiguity of exile.6

Blurring the line between fiction and autobiography allowed Salazar to
express his feelings towards exile without complete exposure and promote
the testimonial value of the narrative by giving a detailed yet fictionalized
account of the intrahistoria of Republican exile in Britain.7

4 La obsesión del yo: la auto(r)ficción en la literata española y latinoamericana, ed. Vera
Toro, Sabine Schlickers & Ana Luengo (Madrid: Iberoamericana/Frankfurt am Main:
Vervuert, 2010); José María Pozuelo Yvancos, Figuraciones del yo en la narrativa: Javier
Marías y E. Vila-Matas (Valladolid: Junta de Castilla y León, 2010); and Philippe Lejeune,
On Autobiography, ed., with a foreword, by Paul John Eakin, trans. Katherine Leary
(Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1989 [1st French ed. 1986]).

5 Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 32.
6 Esteban Salazar Chapela, Perico en Londres, ed., intro. & notas Francisca Montiel

Rayo (Sevilla: Renacimiento, 2019 [1st ed. Buenos Aires: Losada, 1947]). Further references
to the novel are to this edition and will be given in parentheses in the main text. It is
important to acknowledge here the work done by Elizabeth Rainnie Middleton (Salazar’s
wife) in securing the publication of the novel—her efforts were described by Salazar in a
letter to Guillermo Torre, his contact at Losada (see Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a
Guillermo de Torre’, 2 April 1946, Archivo personal de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca
Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.

7 The term intrahistoria, coined by Miguel de Unamuno in his En torno al casticismo
(1902), has also been used by Montiel Rayo to describe the plot of Perico en Londres. See
Francisca Montiel Rayo, ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña: Perico en
Londres, de Esteban Salazar Chapela’, in 60 ans d’exil républicain: des écrivains espagnols
entre mémoire et oubli, ed. Manuel Aznar, Nigel Dennis & Bernard Sicot, Exils et Migrations
Ibériques au XXe Siècle, 6 (1999), 209–26.
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Esteban Salazar Chapela was born in Málaga, where his literary career
began. After moving to Madrid, he worked for influential magazines of the
time such as El Sol, La Gaceta Literaria, La Voz and Revista de Occidente,
writing about works by Luis Cernuda, Federico García Lorca and Luisa
Carnés, among others. In the early 1930s, he founded a tertulia at the Café
Lyon where renowned intellectuals of the time such as Francisco Ayala,
Juan Rejano, Ramiro Ledesma Ramos and Rodolfo Halffter gathered to
discuss literary topics. In 1933, Salazar married a British citizen, Elizabeth
Rainnie Middleton, and visited Britain for the first time. When the Spanish
Civil War started, he was still in Madrid, but soon moved to Valencia to
work for the Subsecretaria de Propaganda, of the Republic’s Ministerio de
Estado. In 1937, he was named Secretario de Primera of the Republic’s
Consulate in Glasgow, where he offered logistical support for the delivery
of humanitarian supplies by the Aid Spain Movement and collaborated
with the Basque Children’s Committee. In 1939, due to the imminent
fascist victory, Salazar moved to London. Despite the extremely
complicated situation in the British capital during the Second World War,
he participated in the foundation of the Instituto Español in 1944, an
organization aimed at bringing together British and Spanish cultures
through cultural talks, language classes and periodical publications. At the
same time, like other Spanish exiles in Britain such as Arturo Barea,
Salvador de Madariaga and Manuel Chaves Nogales, he started working
for the BBC’s broadcasting service to Latin America. In 1945, while
continuing his other enterprises, he began to work as a Reader in Spanish
at the University of Cambridge, after Luis Cernuda had left the position.
Throughout his exile in London, he was visited by prominent intellectuals
and writers from the Hispanic world such as Max Aub, Francisco Ayala,
Camilo José Cela, Dámaso Alonso, Vicente Aleixandre, Américo Castro and
Jorge Luis Borges. In 1961, he travelled to Spain but felt extremely
disappointed by the situation there. After deciding not to return until the
dictatorship was over, he died four years later in London aged sixty-five.8

Despite his promising career, his long exile condemned him and his works to
oblivion for decades. Fortunately, his literary works and life experiences in exile
are gradually awakening interest in academic and non-academic circles.Most of
Salazar Chapela’s works were produced in exile and deal with issues concerning
both Britain and Spain. Regarding those works concerning Spanish issues, he
published three narratives that, as Francisca Montiel Rayo claims, constitute
a ‘ciclo novelesco’ since each explores a different stage of Spanish

8 The information on Salazar Chapela’s life was obtained from Francisca Montiel Rayo,
‘Esteban Salazar Chapela: vida y literatura’, in Esteban Salazar Chapela,En aquella Valencia,
ed. intro. & notas de Francisca Montiel Rayo (Sevilla: Renacimiento, 2001), 9–51, and from the
letters sent by Salazar Chapela to Guillermo de Torre, kept in the latter’s personal archive at
the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid, MSS/22830/9.
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contemporary history.9 Perico en Londres focuses on the Republican exile, El
milagro del Támesis, unpublished, reflects on the Francoist dictatorship and
the return to Spain from exile and En aquella Valencia (1995) portrays the
Spanish Civil War. Regarding his works focused on Britain, Salazar
published Desnudo en Piccadilly (1959) and Después de la bomba (1966).10

The former is mostly set in England and the latter in Trudgy, an imaginary
island in the English channel. Both narratives also deal with universal
themes such as personal identity and interpersonal relationships.

Perico en Londreswas published by Losada in Buenos Aires after a lengthy
publication process. It was republished in Spain for the first time in 2019, in an
edition produced by Francisca Montiel Rayo. Perico en Londres narrates the
intrahistoria of Spanish Republican exile in Britain between 1939 and 1943.
In Salazar’s words: ‘El libro es el reflejo (pretende serlo, por lo menos) de
nuestra emigración en Inglaterra’.11 The narrative contains numerous
Spanish and British characters who revolve around Perico, Salazar’s alter
ego. Moreover, Perico starts a research project on the history of Spanish
exiles in Britain, fragments of which are included in Perico en Londres,
adding another layer of narrative complexity. Perico en Londres is indeed a
multilayered narrative where features from different genres co-exist:
autobiography, testimony, fiction, theatre and non-fictional historical
writing, among others. Being freed from the limitations of strict adherence
to a genre helps Perico en Londres to provide a detailed, panoramic and open
view of life in exile: an experience that is presented as simultaneously
optimistic and hopeless, enriching and traumatic, full of opportunities
yet also profoundly alienating. This space also favours the creation of
collective memory by facilitating the expression of a version of history
through the lens of exile. Thus, this text crosses the borders of both genres
and nations and exists in a liminal state outside of traditional distinctions.

However, critics who have focused on Perico en Londres to date have
tended to offer a superficial approach to the narrative.12 Those who have

9 FranciscaMontiel Rayo, ‘La narrativa exiliada de Esteban Salazar Chapela’, in L’exili
literari republicà, ed. Paco Tovar & Manuel Fuentes (Tarragona: URV, 2006), 97–114 (p. 100).

10 Esteban Salazar Chapela, Desnudo en Piccadilly (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1959); and
his Después de la bomba (Barcelona: Edhasa, 1966).

11 Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 23 January 1946, Archivo personal de Guillermo de
Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.

12 Perico en Londres often appears in monographs about Spanish literature where it is
usually described in a brief paragraph or as a reference. See Federico Carlos Sainz de Robles
Correa, La novela española en el siglo XX (Madrid: Pegaso, 1957), 197; Ignacio Soldevila
Durante, ‘La novela española actual (tentativa de entendimiento)’, Revista Hispánica Moderna,
33 (1967), 89–108; Rodrigo Rubio, Narrativa española, 1940–1970 (Madrid: Ediciones y
Publicaciones Españolas, 1970), 171; Juan de Dios Ruiz Copete, La otra Generación del 27: los
narradores (Madrid: Centro Cultural de la Generación del 27, 2002), 130; and Andrés Trapiello,
Las armas y las letras: literatura y Guerra Civil (1936–1939) (Barcelona: Destino, 2010), 386.
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ventured into more complex readings have not yet engaged in a critical analysis
of the interplay between autobiography and fiction in the narrative.13 Moreover,
no critic thus far has provided a detailed analysis of the characters of Perico
en Londres.14 In this study, I seek to elucidate how the hybridity of Perico
en Londres, specifically the interplay between autobiography and fiction,
facilitated the author’s depiction of exile as a complex and ambiguous
experience as well as portraying it both from an individual and collective
perspective. To do so, the analysis will focus on the creation of the characters
and scenes through the fusion of fiction and reality. First, the problems of
categorizing the genre of Perico en Londres will be explored to prove the
importance of its generic hybridity and the relevance of studying this
narrative through the lens of autofiction. Then, the study will focus on the use
of fiction and autobiography in the creation of Perico and the Republican
characters to portray a complex vision of their exilic experience from a
personal and collective perspective. The last section will analyse how fiction
and autobiography are employed differently in the depiction of British society
to express the exiles’ ambivalent attitude towards Great Britain and the
European situation of the moment. This section will also help to challenge
some fixed ideas and dichotomies common in studies on the Republican exile.

13 Montiel Rayo has worked tirelessly for the recognition of Salazar’s work. After her
doctoral thesis on Salazar’s writings prior to exile, she published numerous articles on
Salazar’s writings and his work at the Instituto Español, for example, in addition to the
aforementioned articles ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña’ and ‘La
narrativa exiliada de Esteban Salazar Chapela’, see ‘El Instituto Español de Londres, un
centro cultural republicano en el exilio’, in L’exili cultural de 1939, seixanta anys després.
Actas del I Congreso Internacional (Valencia, 2001), ed. María Fernanda Mancebo-Alonso,
Marc Baldó & Cecilio Alonso, 2 vols (Valencia: Univ. de València, 2001), I, 343–62; and
‘Boletín del Instituto Español’, Londres 1947–1950, intro. de Francisca Montiel Rayo
(Sevilla: Renacimiento, 2016). Montiel Rayo has acknowledged the generic hybridity of
Perico en Londres, but, as will be seen, she considers it a novel and has not engaged further
with its mixture of fiction and autobiography. Other critics such as José Ramón Marra
López and Eugenio Nora recognize the hybrid genre of the narrative, but do not provide a
detailed analysis either. See José Ramón Marra López, Narrativa española fuera de España
(1939–1961) (Madrid: Guadarrama, 1963), 151–76; and Eugenio Nora, La novela española, 3
vols (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1974–1979), II (1979), 1927–1939, 420–23. Finally, José
Ramón González offers an interesting study about the hybridity of Perico en Londres, but it
is exclusively focused on the inclusion of history through Perico’s project. See José Ramón
González, ‘Exilio y culpa: la historia como estrategia imposible en Perico en Londres (1947)’,
in La España exiliada de 1939. Actas del Congreso ‘Sesenta años después’ (Huesca, 26–29 de
octubre de 1999), ed. Fermín Gil & Juan Carlos Ara Torralba (Zaragoza: Institución
Fernando el Católico, 2001), 673–87.

14 In Montiel Rayo’s edition of Perico en Londres, she provides numerous footnotes to
identify some of the real figures hidden behind the characters. However, there has not yet
been any published study with a detailed analysis of the characters within the narrative.
Similarly, Nora describes some of the characters in his own study, but does not provide a
critical analysis.
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Perico en Londres and Generic Hybridity

For Alberca, one of Doubrovsky’s main achievements in coining the term
‘autofiction’ was that it allowed the retrospective identification of examples
of this phenomenon that occurred prior to 1977. Before then, many of the
works that would have been described as autofictions today went unnoticed
or were described as either autobiographies or novels.15 Perico en Londres
was also a victim of this phenomenon. As will be explored, most of the
scholars who attempted to define its genre had significant problems in
doing so. Their inconsistency and ambivalence when referring to its genre
will help to demonstrate how Perico en Londres could fit into the category
of autofiction.

In her Introduction to Perico en Londres, Montiel Rayo asserts that the
narrative undoubtedly constitutes a novel. While admitting that it
combines reality and fiction as well as historical rigour and creative
freedom (some key characteristics of autofictional writing), she considers
that all novels do so to a certain extent. However, Montiel Rayo also claims
that, with this book, Salazar aspired to write a ‘crónica’ about Republican
exile in Britain.16 Interestingly, ‘crónica’ means both: ‘Narración histórica
en que se sigue el orden consecutivo de los acontecimientos’ and ‘Artículo
periodístico o información radiofónica o televisiva sobre temas de
actualidad’.17 While neither correspond to the traditional understanding of
a novel, both non-fictional historical writing and reports of current affairs
are crucial in Perico en Londres, as will be seen throughout this study.
Moreover, Montiel Rayo had previously described Perico en Londres as a
‘novela de la experiencia’ that combines autobiographical elements, well-
known personalities, debates and reflections.18 This term, which, for her,
can be used to describe all Salazar’s writings, refers to narratives that
include the author’s participation in historical events, features of his
personality distributed among different characters and other people’s
attributes and experiences.19 Once again, this definition resembles that of
autofiction. Thus, as we can observe, the characteristics of Perico
en Londres seen so far already present some problems for defining it as a
novel.

Other academics have experienced similar issues when attempting to
ascribe Perico en Londres to one genre. Marra López and Andrés Trapiello
hesitate when considering Perico en Londres a novel but describe it as a

15 Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 142.
16 Francisca Montiel Rayo, ‘Esteban Salazar Chapela, Perico en Londres y los nuevos

heterodoxos españoles’, in Salazar, Perico en Londres, ed. Montiel Rayo, 9–59 (p. 37).
17 ‘Crónico, Crónica’, Diccionario de la lengua española, <https://dle.rae.es/crónico>

(accessed 2 April 2021).
18 Montiel Rayo, ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña’, 211.
19 Montiel Rayo, ‘Esteban Salazar Chapela’, 32.
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testimony of Republican exile.20 Furthermore, acknowledging its hybridity,
Michael Ugarte considers it an autobiographical novel and Ignacio
Soldevila has described it as a hybrid between a novel and a historical
essay.21 For Alberto Adell, it suffers from an imbalance between the plot
about the exiles’ life and the fragments of historical work it contains.22

Eugenio Nora, who considers it a novel, criticizes the inclusion of historical
passages and reflections about Spain and Europe.23 Thus, these claims
illustrate how the co-existence of various genres in Perico en Londres
resulted in ambivalence and inconsistency in attempts to classify the
narrative. Arguably the most suggestive reading came from Salazar’s
compatriot, fellow exile and main contact in the publishing house Losada,
Guillermo de Torre, to whom Salazar sent a first manuscript of Perico en
Londres intending to publish it imminently. He wrote to Salazar in a letter
dated 10 June 1946 which is now to be found in De Torre’s personal
archive in Spain’s Biblioteca Nacional:

Al referirse a sucesos tan inmediatos por momentos el libro es más bien
una crónica novelesca que una novela—no pura o impura, sino novela a
secas—. Se ve además en sus páginas al articulista de gran plasticidad
expresiva, al ensayista, mediante los trozos de este carácter que
aparecen intercalados, lo que quizá para algunos sea un inconveniente,
pero que para mí da la mayor atracción al conjunto.24

Significantly, De Torre considers that the features that would usually be
criticized after its publication and the difficulty of ascribing it into one genre
represent the most relevant and innovative aspects of Perico en Londres.

Moreover, even Salazar himself addressed some of these complexities in a
‘Nota de la edición inglesa’ included at the end of Perico en Londres:

Aunque el carácter de esta novela me ha obligado en repetidas ocasiones a
mencionar personalidades del día, ello no quiere decir que los personajes
que actúan en ella sean personas vivas o aludan a personas vivas. Muy
lejos de eso. Todos los personajes de este libro, aun los de menos
visibilidad, son inventados. (439)25

20 MarraLópez,Narrativa española, 1940–1970, 154; andTrapiello,Lasarmasy las letras,
386.

21 Michael Ugarte, Literatura española en el exilio: un estudio comparativo (Madrid:
Siglo XXI, 1999), 105. Ignacio Soldevila Durante, ‘La novela española actual’, 70.

22 Alberto Adell, ‘Esteban en Londres’, Ínsula, 221 (1965), 6.
23 Nora, La novela española, II, 421.
24 Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 10 June 1946, Archivo

personal de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.
25 Salazar Chapela warned Guillermo de Torre that the English edition of Perico en

Londres would be published before the Spanish one if Losada continued to postpone its
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Although the status of this declaration appears difficult to discern, given
the fact that no English-language edition of Perico en Londres has ever
been published, it could be argued that Salazar’s words corroborate the
view that his work sits squarely in the genre of fiction since, for Alberca,
in the fictional pact, novelists erase themselves from the text, giving
prominence to the narrator.26 However, regardless of Salazar’s intention,
which was likely to circumvent any possible libel action, his note conveys
the same confusion seen above, illustrating how the label of ‘novel’ falls
short. Salazar’s note provokes an immediate question: what is that
‘carácter de esta novela’ that has forced him to ‘mencionar
personalidades del día’? In other words, why does his narrative require
the inclusion of reality? The answer could be found in the conception of
Perico en Londres. As Montiel Rayo explains, Salazar had two projects
which merged into this narrative: writing the history of Spanish exiles in
Britain and creating a dictionary of Spanish personalities exiled
throughout history, which are linked respectively to the two definitions
of ‘crónica’ seen above.27 The former project corresponds to Perico’s book
on the history of Spanish exile and constitutes the non-fictional historical
subnarrative included in Perico en Londres which, due to space
constraints, will not be analysed in detail in this article. The latter is
achieved by the inclusion of numerous exiles in the narrative, although
the scope is limited to the Republican exiles in Britain. These exiles are
the ‘personalidades del día’ in Salazar’s note, who appear as fictionalized
characters in the narrative to increase its testimonial value.
Consequently, the ‘carácter de esta novela’ refers to the generic hybridity
of Perico en Londres, which employs fiction, testimony, autobiography
and non-fictional historical writing to convey the Republican exiles’
experiences in Britain. Furthermore, the ambiguity seen in Salazar’s
note when referring to the genre of Perico en Londres is also represented
in the book, expressed by Perico himself. After finishing his book, Perico
wonders:

¿No habría sido mejor, en vez de escribir esta obra histórica monumental,
mirando al pasado, haber escrito solo la vida de los emigrados de hoy,
mirando al futuro? […] no con el estilo expositivo histórico que él había
utilizado, sino con el estilo vivo y nervioso de una crónica al día. Esto
habría sido muy parecido a una novela. (434–35)

publishing date. See ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 26 June 1946, Archivo personal de Guillermo
de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9. However, Perico en Londres was never
published in English and nothing else is known about this supposed publication.

26 Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 70–71.
27 Montiel Rayo, ‘Esteban Salazar Chapela, Perico en Londres y los nuevos heterodoxos

españoles’, 11–13.
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Adding a playful note, Perico wonders: ‘¿Quién la escribiría?’ (435). The
description of this project, which would have been ‘muy parecido a una
novela’, clearly matches Salazar’s Perico en Londres. Thus, in Perico’s
opinion, Salazar’s Perico en Londres resembles a novel but constitutes a
‘crónica’, which expresses anew the co-existence of several genres. This
metaliterary game, along with that of Perico writing Salazar’s former
project and entitling it Perico en Londres brings Salazar’s Perico en
Londres close to being a ‘metanovela’ as defined by Gonzalo Sobejano.28 For
him, a ‘metanovela’: ‘no refiere solo a un mundo representado, sino, en gran
proporción o principalmente, a sí misma’.29 This concept is also referred to
as the ‘self-conscious novel’ by Robert Alter and ‘metafiction’ by Robert
C. Spires and Patricia Waugh.30 The latter describes it as ‘a term given to
fictional writing which self-consciously and systematically draws attention
to its status as an artefact in order to pose questions about the relationship
between fiction and reality’.31 These definitions are relevant not only for
Perico en Londres’ metafictional playfulness but also for its blurred
boundaries between fiction and reality.

As we shall see throughout this article, Perico en Londres often refers to
experiences that Salazar lived or witnessed, establishing a clear link
between the narrative and reality. For Angel Loureiro, autobiographies
constitute a performative act, a ‘creation or re-creation of the self at the
time of writing’.32 With Perico en Londres, Salazar (re)created the collective
memory of the exiled community, which also links to Eva Soler Sasera’s
idea of autobiographies as a ‘deuda ética frente a la desmemoria’ that
promote a counter-discourse narrative against the Francoist legitimizing
discourse.33 Nevertheless, the work’s focus on the past does not, as Ugarte
claims about exile writing generally, reveal nostalgic prose.34 Instead,
Perico en Londres actively looks towards the future and its gaze towards

28 Montiel Rayo describes this phenomenon as ‘círculo metaliterario’ (‘Esteban Salazar
Chapela: Perico en Londres y los nuevos heterodoxos españoles’, 53).

29 Gonzalo Sobejano, ‘Novela y metanovela en España’, Ínsula, 512–13 (1989), 4–6 (p. 4).
30 Robert Alter, Partial Magic: The Novel As a Self-Conscious Genre (Berkeley: Univ. of

California Press, 1975); Robert C. Spires, Beyond the Metafictional Mode: Directions in the
Modern Spanish Novel (Lexington: Univ. Press of Kentucky, 1984); and Patricia Waugh,
Metafiction: The Theory and Practice of Self-Conscious Fiction (London/New York: Methuen,
1984).

31 Waugh, Metafiction, 2.
32 Angel Loureiro, The Ethics of Autobiography: Replacing the Subject in Modern Spain

(Nashville: Vanderbilt U. P., 2000), 1.
33 Eva Soler Sasera, ‘Las voces antiguas: la Guerra Civil española en algunas memorias

y autobiografías del exilio literario de 1939’, inMemoria de la Guerra Civil Española, ed. Marta
Raquel Macciuci & María Teresa Pochat, Olivar: Revista de Literatura y Cultura Españolas,
7:8 (2006), 249–61 (p. 250).

34 Ugarte, Literatura española en el exilio, 98.
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the past is aimed at reconstructing the exiles’ collective identity.
Significantly, in this case, this reconstruction is facilitated by a layer of
fiction. First, distancing the author and the narrator diminishes the
protagonist’s narrative weight and foregrounds the relevance of secondary
characters. Second, it facilitates the creation of fictional characters who
reflect the diversity within the group of Republican exiles in Britain. Third,
Salazar can free himself from what Philippe Lejeune has defined as the
‘autobiographical pact’ and Loureiro as ‘the ethical act’, that is, the author’s
commitment to speaking the truth.35 None the less, he does not completely
embrace the fictional pact either, wherein the author completely erases
himself from the narration. Instead, Perico en Londres responds to an
ambiguous pact between both author and narrator, which, for Alberca,
constitutes the base of autofiction.

A final relevant issue to consider when talking about autofiction is that,
while Alberca’s focus when describing autofictional narratives is on their
ambiguous place between the autobiographical and fictional pacts, he also
claims: ‘una autoficción es una novela o un relato que se presenta como
ficticio, cuyo narrador y protagonista tienen el mismo nombre que el
autor’.36 Thus, although Perico en Londres was presented as a novel, as
seen in the ‘Nota de la edición inglesa’, and merges autobiography and
fiction, the main feature that would distance this narrative from being
considered as an autofiction is the difference in names between the author
and the narrator/protagonist. Nevertheless, despite such a difference, the
links between Esteban Salazar Chapela and Perico Mejía are clearly
established in the narrative, as shall be seen in the following section.
Furthermore, Salazar Chapela also used pseudonyms to hide his real name
or identity in many other writing pieces. In fact, around the time of writing
this narrative, he signed some of his articles as Antonio Mejía, a very
similar name to that of the protagonist of Perico en Londres. Thus,
although Perico en Londres does not completely fulfil this characteristic of
the modern definition of autofiction, this article defends that it can be
interpreted as an early example of autofiction due to the intentional
merging of autobiography, testimony and fiction and the complex
identification between author and protagonist.

Having explored the generic complexities of Perico en Londres and the
relevance of analysing it as an early example of autofiction, the following
two sections will focus on how Salazar drew upon both genres to create a
panoramic representation of exile through the characterization of
Republican exiles and British society, respectively.

35 Lejeune, On Autobiography, ed. Eakin, trans. Leary, 19; Loureiro, The Ethics of
Autobiography, 20.

36 Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 158.
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Testimony and Fiction: Republican Exiles in Britain

When exploring above the problems faced by academics who tried to define
the genre of Perico en Londres, it was demonstrated that some scholars
who considered it a novel also referred to it as a testimony of Republican
exile in Britain. As was seen, the ambivalence shown in the arbitrary use
of both labels responds to the co-existence of fiction and testimony in Perico
en Londres, which is especially visible in the representation of Republican
exiles. Accordingly, this section will seek to prove the importance of the
interplay between both genres to present a complex portrayal of the
Republican exiles’ experience in Britain. This relevance is seen in the
creation of Perico and other Republican exiles as literary devices that allow
the merging of different genres (testimony, autobiography, fiction and even
references to the Bible) to convey the experience of exile in Britain from an
individual and a collective perspective.

Consequently, when analysing the representation of the Republican exiles
in Britain in Perico en Londres, the testimonial goal of the narrative becomes
key. In fact, within autobiographical writing, this narrative is strongly linked
to the genres of memoir and testimony. In this article, the term ‘autobiography’
is used with the broad meaning of writing about one’s life. For Richard Woods,
amemoir is limited to a specific period, which usually includes important years
of the author’s life such as their participation in a historical event.37 This
narrower scope is linked to the fact that exile is often perceived as a type of
death. Life stops in exile and continues in a way that divides one’s existence
and allows reflection on the previous self, which is facilitated by
autobiographical writing.38 For Thomas Couser, testimonies are a type of
memoir which are ‘not distinguished so much by the relation between the
narrating I and the narrated I as by the relation between the I and the
world’ and where ‘the emphasis is on the I as an eye, a witness, of some
injustice that the narrative seeks to put on record’.39 Due to its goal of
revealing the injustice witnessed, testimonial literature has been considered
‘literatura de resistencia’ that ‘expone una problemática social específica, en
muchos casos vinculada a luchas por la liberación nacional o al amplio tema
de la marginalidad’, which makes it a suitable means of expression for exiled
writers.40

In Perico en Londres, the testimonial value is enhanced using fiction,
which is seen with the characterization of Republican exiles. A relevant

37 Mexican Autobiography: An Annotated Bibliography, comp. & intro. by Richard
D. Woods, trans. Josefina Cruz-Meléndez (New York: Greenwood Press, 1988), xxi.

38 Ugarte, Literatura española en el exilio, 89.
39 Thomas Couser, Memoir: An Introduction (Oxford: Oxford U. P., 2011), 41.
40 Mabel Moraña, Momentos críticos: literatura y cultura en América Latina (Bogotá:

Univ. de los Andes, 2018), 92.
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example is Perico himself. While he is frequently considered Salazar’s alter
ego, as was noted earlier, the importance of his ambiguous relationship
with the author has largely been overlooked.41 Meaning ‘the other me’ in
Latin, the alter ego confirms the notion of the multiplicity of the Self
through an entity that is ‘me’ and simultaneously ‘the other’. Salazar
grants Perico his own beliefs: Perico is a liberal and ‘europeísta’ who, as
Montiel Rayo highlights, tries to reconcile his rejection towards any type of
‘localismo’ with his nostalgia for Spain.42 Perico was an architect in Spain
(which Salazar was not), but, uprooted in exile, he becomes a writer, like
Salazar, illustrating the intrinsic link between exile and writing. Early in
the narrative, Perico begins a research project on the history of Spanish
exile intending to reconstruct his individual and collective identity and
help other exiles do the same. Since Salazar had planned this project
himself, he uses his alter ego to fulfil it by including sections of Perico’s
work in Perico en Londres. There are further disparities: Perico was born in
Madrid instead of Málaga, and his family history differs from Salazar’s.
Other details could be autobiographical or not, which increases Perico’s
ambiguity. An example is Perico’s love for Dora Alington, one of the British
characters, and his subsequent disillusion when she marries someone
else.43 Significantly, Salazar explored the multiplicity and intangibility of
human identity in Desnudo en Piccadilly, where the protagonist takes
advantage of his complete physical transformation after being hit by a
bomb to adopt a new identity. Another key aspect of Perico as a literary
device is hinted at by his name. ‘Perico’, in Spanish, can mean ‘anyone’ as
implied in several idioms: ‘Perico de los palotes’ or ‘Perico entre ellas’,
which promotes him as a symbol for all exiles.44 Meanwhile, his surname,
‘Mejía’ evokes the Latin form ‘Messias’ or ‘Mesías’ in Spanish. This aspect,
relevant to the use of biblical language in Perico en Londres, which will be
analysed more fully later, adds a connotation of leader or saviour to
Perico’s function in the community. Thus, the fictional layer promotes
Perico’s dimension as a representative of exile, which enhances the
testimonial value of the narrative. Moreover, the interplay between fiction
and autobiography allows the author to express himself without feeling
completely exposed as would occur with a classic autobiography.45

41 Montiel Rayo, ‘Esteban Salazar Chapela, Perico en Londres y los nuevos heterodoxos
españoles’, 42.

42 Montiel Rayo, ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña’, 214.
43 Salazar’s alter egos often fall in love with women who end up choosing another man,

as seen in En aquella Valencia and Después de la bomba. Despite this common trope, there is
no evidence that Salazar had this experience himself.

44 ‘Perico, a’, Diccionario de la lengua española, <https://dle.rae.es/perico> (accessed 2
April 2021).

45 María Cristina Dalmagro, ‘La autoficción como espacio de re-construcción de la
memoria’, RECIAL. Revista del Centro de Investigaciones de La Facultad de Filosofía y
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Consequently, the autobiographical elements with which Salazar imbues his
character allow him to write with the immediacy that comes from first-hand
experience, while the fictional layer distances author from character. This
distance prevents the narrative from becoming a personal account and
leaves space for other perspectives and experiences. Thus, Perico functions
as a literary device to merge autobiography, testimony, fiction and history
as well as to portray exile from an individual and a collective perspective.

As occurs with Perico, other Republican characters are created through
an interplay between fiction and testimony. The testimonial dimension is
important in providing a wide range of experiences that Salazar would
have witnessed or experienced himself. Their fictional dimension allows the
narrative to provide more details and present complex and varied
characters and experiences while it suspends any liability for accurately
representing real people. Salazar also gives some of his life experiences to
other characters. The speech on Spanish magazines by Bernardo, a
malagueño like Salazar, at the University of Cambridge corresponds to
that given by Salazar in 1942 and an article published in Asomante.46 Like
Salazar, Casto Palencia was hospitalized during the London Blitz. In a
letter to a friend called Gustavo sent through De Torre, Salazar wrote:

Te escribo estas líneas en la cama, convaleciente de una operación
horripilante, en la cual me extrajeron hace ahora doce días tres
pedruscos tremendos (uno de ellos tamaño de una nuez) del riñón
derecho. He estado hasta anteayer en el hospital, es decir, en uno de los
target predilectos de la aviación nazi.47

Another case of this phenomenon is the character Paquita, who worked
for the Republican Ministerio de Propaganda during the war and has two
modules left in her history degree. As mentioned earlier, Salazar also
worked for the Subsecretaria de Propaganda in 1937, which inspired him
to write En aquella Valencia. Moreover, as Montiel Rayo highlights,
Salazar Chapela, similar to Paquita, never finished the last two modules of
his studies in History at the University of Barcelona (126, n. 94). The
reader also witnesses the first appearance of the character Sebastián
Escobedo, a lecturer from the University of Cambridge and founder of the
Instituto Español, who will re-appear in subsequent narratives as Salazar’s
alter ego (in En aquella Valencia and Después de la bomba). These

Humanidades, 6:7 (2017), n.p.; available online at <https://revistas.unc.edu.ar/index.php/
recial/article/view/11894> (accessed 13 May 2022).

46 Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Revistas españolas en Londres’, Asomante, VIII:1 (1952),
20–25.

47 Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 7 October 1940, Archivo
personal de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.
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fragments of Salazar’s identity distributed among different characters relate
to the ideas expressed by Doubrovsky, who distinguished autofiction from
autobiography as being formed from the fragmented pieces of an
individual’s existence.48 Inserting recognizable autobiographical traits into
different characters highlights the fragmented nature of the self,
distancing Perico en Londres from a classic autobiography but also from
plain fiction.

Montiel Rayo has also argued that Carlos Pérez and Casto Palencia, along
with Perico, represent the threemost common solutions to facing the traumas
of exile: political action, individual salvation and intellectual activity
respectively, which Salazar, like many exiles, experienced himself.49 For
their relevance in the narrative’s merging of autobiography and fiction to
express conflicting feelings towards exile, I propose to analyse each of them
in turn drawing on Montiel Rayo’s argument.

For Montiel Rayo, Carlos, ‘el personaje más politizado’, symbolizes
ideological coherence and political activism as he encourages the exiles to
organize themselves.50 Initially, Carlos scrutinizes the exiles’ actions and
behaviour, concluding that ‘no dejaban de ser para él los soldados de la
República, […] por su desventura dispersos, pero sin duda prontos a
congregarse y alinearse de nuevo en cuanto sonara el clarín’ (194). Thus, to
deal with the traumatic experience of banishment, he establishes a
temporal line between those who fought in the conflict and the current
exiles. He keeps searching for that ‘clarín’, in other words, how the exiles
could continue fighting. After failing to create a magazine, he starts the
construction of ‘la casa’, a place where all the Republican exiles could
gather.51 The trigger for this project is the arrival of the Republican Prime
Minister Juan Negrín in London at the same time as the European leaders
whose nations had been invaded by Nazi Germany during the Second
World War.52 This event makes the exiles hopeful of tying the Allies’ cause

48 Laura Mercedes Prada, ‘La autoficción y el ensayo en el país del miedo’, RECIAL.
Revista del Centro de Investigaciones de la Facultad de Filosofía y Humanidades, 8:11
(2017), n.p.; available online at <https://dialnet.unirioja.es/descarga/articulo/6070529.pdf>
(accessed 16 May 2022).

49 Montiel Rayo, ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña’, 215.
50 Montiel Rayo, ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña’, 214.
51 When informing De Torre about the creation of the Hogar Español, Salazar mentions

the creation of a magazine: ‘Ahora se va a fundar aquí un “Hogar Español” y una revista
pequeñita, pobre, pero republicana.’ In the same letter, he alludes to the unity of the
collective ‘hay más unión, más comprensión, más sensatez’ (Esteban Salazar Chapela,
‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 10 June 1941, Archivo personal de Guillermo de Torre,
Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9).

52 Juan Negrín (1892–1956) was the Republican PrimeMinister of Spain from 1937 and
continued to consider himself as such until 1945. Negrín left for London from Paris on the day
France signed an armistice with Germany. Since his arrival, Negrín had tried to maintain the
recognition of the legality of the Republic in the eyes of Britain and the exiled governments of
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to that of the Spanish Republicans and obtaining Allied support to restore
democracy in Spain. ‘La casa’ shares its goal with Salazar’s Instituto
Español, whose mission has been characterized as: ‘ayudar a la formación
de los exiliados y transmitir una imagen cultural de España contrapuesta a
la difundida por la dictadura franquista’.53 At its inaugural ceremony,
Carlos gives a speech to express the exiles’ trauma, their disappointment
with Allied Europe’s passivity towards Spain, and their commitment to the
Allies’ cause, in return for which he demands freedom for Spain. Carlos’
speech is regarded by the Republican exiles as ‘el discurso que tenemos
todos los emigrados en el cuerpo’ (375), which emphasizes his role as
representative for the exiles. However, in contrast to Carlos’ fervent
demands, the British guest’s speech hints that Britain is not as committed
to helping the Spaniards as Carlos requests: ‘Su referencia chocante y
contradictoria al Quijote, y sobre todo aquella vaguedad de “una España
nueva”, sin aludir para nada a los republicanos’ (379).54 Nevertheless,
Carlos progresses from an initial pessimism to a hopeful stage when
developing his project. Additionally, he slowly grows closer to Irene, which
eases his discomfort in exile. In the end, despite his initial pessimism,
Carlos exhibits the most significant evolution and most positive adaptation
to exile thanks to personal happiness and involvement in a collective
project.55

Interestingly, Carlos’ project mirrors Perico’s book on the history of
Spanish exiles. Perico, who relies on intellectual activity to cope with exile,
conceives of his book as

countries invaded by Germany. See Daniel Arasa, Exiliados y enfrentados: los españoles en
Inglaterra de 1936 a 1945 (Barcelona: Ediciones de la Tempestad, 1995), 51–53.

53 Juan José Alonso Perandones, ‘Luis Cernuda y la escuela de Astorga’, in
Nostalgia de una patria imposible: estudios sobre la obra de Luis Cernuda. Actas del
Congreso Luis Cernuda en su centenario (1902–2002), León, 8, 9 y 10 de mayo de 2002,
ed. José Enrique Martínez Fernández & José Manuel Trabado Cabado (Madrid: Akal,
2005), 93–142 (p. 97).

54 The British writer who gives this speech, Charles Willies, author of The Invisible
Woman, seems to represent H. G. Wells, writer of The Invisible Man: A Grotesque Romance,
(1897). H. G. Wells gave a speech at the opening ceremony of the Hogar Español and
participated in events to support the Basque Children’s Committee. See Luis Monferrer
Catalán, Odisea en Albión: los republicanos españoles exiliados en Gran Bretaña (1936–
1977) (Madrid: Ediciones de la Torre, 2007), 40. However, Wells stated that he was neutral
when asked about the Spanish Civil War; see Eric Hobsbawm, ‘War of Ideas’, The
Guardian, 17 February 2007, <https://www.theguardian.com/books/2007/feb/17/history
books.featuresreviews> (accessed 3 March 2021).

55 In this evolution, Carlos wonders why he should stay in Britain, instead of going to
Latin America (110). Salazar expressed the same idea in a letter. The reason why Salazar
changed his opinion was: ‘desistí en vista de que aquí podía hacer algo’, which mirrors
Carlos’ experience. See Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 7 October
1940, Archivo personal de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.
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[…] una casa […] donde cada una de sus espaciosas habitaciones (quiere
decirse capítulos) alojaría a los emigrados de una centuria y donde el gran
salón—un salón de típica construcción arquitectónica inglesa, con sus
salientes y arqueadas bay windows—se animaría a diario con los
emigrados de hoy. (144)

Like exile, his book is a timeless space, significantly represented as an
English house, that unites exiles from different centuries. The book, like
England, witnesses the exiles’ pilgrimage: ‘¿no era su obra una procesión,
un desfile penitencial de españoles […]?’ (153). This conception of exile as
pilgrimage conditions the conception of Perico’s book. In fact, when Perico
has the revelation of creating it, he sees in the distance ‘una zarza
ardiendo’ (144), which mirrors the burning bush that Moses saw when he
was commanded by God to lead the Israelites from Egypt to Canaan
(Exodus 3:1–4:17).56 Significantly, the Spanish exile is described at the
beginning as ‘una huida sin tierra de promisión en el horizonte y sin
Moisés’ (70). Perico assumes the role of Messiah (as his surname indicates)
by creating his book, which is described by other exiles in religious terms
as ‘la Biblia’ (150) and ‘una catedral’ (350), following its conception as a
building. However, while carrying out his research, he realizes the common
nature of exile throughout Spanish history and becomes despondent about
the future of the Republican exiles and their chances of returning to a
democratic Spain. This change in Perico echoes Mari Paz Balibrea’s analysis
of Spanish intellectuals in exile. As she explains, the Spanish Civil War
demonstrated the failure of the development of modern Spain in the 1920s
and 1930s and the hegemony of a Krausist liberal vision of the intellectual
as the elite that educates the people. With the Republican defeat, these
intellectuals are separated from the beneficiaries of their efforts and lose
their ties with any institutional power. This isolation is the reason why exile
is so efficient at eliminating political opposition.57 These aspects of exile
become clear to Perico when learning about the history of exile in Spain:
‘¿Cuándo sus páginas sustanciosas circularían por la Península? […] obra
tramada con la propia urdimbre de los sueños del emigrado, ella misma
venía a ser por ahora un emigrado más’ (435). He understands that literary
works produced by exiles lack a public and thus are also exiled.58

56 Montiel Rayo also points out this relation (144, n. 111).
57 Mari Paz Balibrea, ‘Exilio y militancia’, in Líneas de fuga: hacia otra historiografía

cultural del exilio republicano español, ed. Mari Paz Balibrea (Madrid: Siglo XXI, 2017), 54–
58 (pp. 56–57).

58 The lack of Spanish public for exiled writers was common topic of discussion among
Republican exiles as seen in Francisco Ayala’s famous question: ‘¿Para quién escribimos
nosotros?’ See Francisco Ayala, ‘Para quién escribimos nosotros’, Cuadernos Americanos,
VIII:1 (1949), 36–58.
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The approach of the third character, Palencia, is based on individual
salvation and a delusional love for Britain:

Desde que abandonara el pico, requiriera la pluma y viera que sus
artículos tenían salida, Palencia había caído (o elevado) en anglomanía.
Vivir en Londres era para Palencia ser un afortunado inquilino del
‘ombligo del mundo’. (199)

Despite the mocking tone of this description, Palencia experiences much
greater hardships than the other two. For Montiel Rayo, Palencia ‘es un ser
hasta cierto punto ridículo’ and ‘[s]us efusiones líricas y su carácter
enamoradizo contrastan con el prosaísmo de su vida’.59 He struggles to
make a living, he has a problematic relationship with his wife, and he is
hospitalized during the London Blitz. Consequently, when his situation
improves, he sees Britain as a paradise. The creation of the Information
Centre allows him to quit a precarious job and write propaganda against
Nazi Germany. For Balibrea, one of the most dispiriting episodes in the
history of Spanish exile is the gradual disappearance of the Republican
institutions due to internal conflicts and lack of support from other states.
However, she highlights that in other lesser-known cases, exile favoured
extranational activism in host countries.60 When talking about this
phenomenon, Olga Glondys refers specifically to Britain, where
intellectuals such as Salazar Chapela, José Antonio Balbontín, Arturo
Barea and Manuel Chaves Nogales worked for transatlantic presses and
radio stations to spread anti-fascist propaganda.61 This opportunity to
work for the Allied cause favours Palencia’s growing appreciation of Britain
and his embracing of exile, which leads him to try to embody the British
character through his appearance: ‘Palencia, con una chaqueta a cuadros,
con una pipa oliente y elogiando las informaciones del Times, resultaba
más español que nunca’ (200–01). Significantly, as Salazar portrays with
his characteristic dry humour, Palencia’s attempt to erase his Spanish
identity not only fails but also makes him look more Spanish. The attitudes
of these three characters are simultaneously related and conflicting. Carlos
cannot understand Palencia’s delusional optimism or Perico’s excitement
about his research and envies both (198); Palencia criticizes Perico’s
pessimism (412), and Perico finds Palencia’s attitude amusing (344–49).
Moreover, all have clear links to Salazar such as his involvement with the
Instituto Español, his research and writing, and his work for the BBC. For
Alberca, in literature, the author is free to clone as many doubles as he/she

59 Montiel Rayo, ‘Una visión del exilio republicano en Gran Bretaña’, 215.
60 Balibrea, ‘Exilio y militancia’, 55–57.
61 Olga Glondys, ‘El exilio y la Guerra Fría cultural: el nuevo rapto de Europa’, in Líneas

de fuga, ed. Balibrea, 587–608 (p. 588).
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wishes.62 Thus, Salazar uses fiction to divide his life experiences into three
characters and explore them individually, presenting common attitudes
towards exile that would often co-exist in one individual. This feature
recalls some of Federico García Lorca’s theatre plays and his use of ‘meta-
authors’ to project autobiographical elements and personal dilemmas he
suffered as a homosexual artist in the Spain of his time.63

The characters mentioned so far are some of the most relevant, but there
are many more. Responding to Salazar’s initial will to create a dictionary of
Republican exiles, there are often clear equivalences between characters
and exiles of that time. On other occasions, the characters are
unrecognizable, being fully fictional or merging features from too many
personalities to quantify. Excluding Perico, there is a correlation between
the level of fiction in a character and their relevance to the narrative since
fiction favours the characters’ roundedness. For instance, Carlos, Palencia
and Bernardo, who have not been identified with any exile of the time and
are mostly fictional, are the most relevant characters along with Perico. As
seen above, the lack of identification with real exiles is compensated for
with features of Salazar’s life. In contrast, there are other characters, such
as Dávila, Ripoll and Pucurull, who are easily identified as Arturo
Duperier, Jusep Trueta and Joan Mascaró respectively.64 They do not
develop psychologically, but evolve as a collective, embodying the gradual
changes that illustrate their adaption to exile. At the end of the spectrum,
there are exiles with recognizable names, but limited presence, such as
Arturo Barrera (373) and Salvador de Urteaga (406) (Arturo Barea and
Salvador de Madariaga respectively). These characters and the
representation of their collective evolution favours the testimonial goal of
the narrative. For Mabel Moraña, testimonies and novel-testimonies are
narratives of resistance created by a witness who experienced the narrated
facts. Their experience adds a dimension of credibility and authenticity to
their work and increases the latter’s value as informed critique.
Furthermore, she distinguishes novel-testimonies for the higher complexity
of their discourse, character configuration and structure, which results
from their utilization of fiction.65 As has been shown, the testimonial
elements in Perico en Londres expose the sufferings, historical events and

62 Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 30.
63 See Luis Pascual Cordero Sánchez, ‘Homosexualidad y metaautores del teatro

neoyorquino de García Lorca’, BHS, LXXXIX:2 (2012), 143–61. Salazar’s admiration towards
Lorca can be seen in his article: ‘Federico García: Canciones 1921–1924’, El Sol, 20 July
1927, p. 2. Interestingly, Lorca considered Salazar’s review ‘demasiado elogiosa’. See
Federico García Lorca, Epistolario completo, ed. Andrew Anderson & Christopher Maurer
(Madrid: Cátedra, 1997), 496.

64 Montiel Rayo highlights the links between the characters and the real figures in her
edition of Salazar Chapela, Perico en Londres, notes 87 (123), 88 (123) & 82 (120) respectively.

65 Moraña, Momentos críticos, 93–94.
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intrahistoria of the banished collective. The fictional additions facilitate the
creation of rounded characters and invented situations which contribute
towards the testimonial goal of the narrative.

When describing the experiences of these autofictional characters, there
is another layer of narrative, formed by its intertextual relation with the
Bible, some examples of which have been given above. Despite permeating
the narrative, the use of biblical language in Perico en Londres has gone
unnoticed by previous researchers. The biblical language is first used to
describe Bernardo and Irene’s exile journey. Their journey is described as
a ‘peregrinación angustiosa hacia la frontera’ (66), which begins with
imagery related to hell and is concluded by the angelic salvation of a
Scottish man named Mackay and their arrival in Britain depicted as
heaven. This journey is divided into four ‘etapas’: Málaga, Valencia,
Barcelona and France, as the different Stations of the Cross and finishes
in England as their resurrection. Bernardo and Irene’s Via Crucis starts
in 1937, when the Francoist troops entered Málaga, Salazar’s home town.
After the invasion, thousands of civilians escaped the city through a
coastal road that connected Málaga with Almería. At that point, the
Nationalist forces and their fascist allies bombarded the road from sea
and air in one of the cruellest events of the Spanish Civil War. Although
Bernardo glosses over, in his account to Lady Alington, the scenes of
horror caused by Fascist air and naval attacks, the narrator leaves the
reader in no doubt:

Bernardo no quiso aludir a los efectos de los bombardeos, a la carretera
cubierta de despojos, ni mucho menos se atrevió a describir aquella
bellísima hondonada, llena de fragantes y espinosas coscojas, donde,
junto a los cuerpos despedazados de sus padres, aullaban, más que
lloraban, varios niños. (67)

The hellish imagery continues throughout the narrative when referring to
fascism. For Moraña, an important aspect of testimonies is the will to
supply documentary evidence to elucidate an event understood as
‘ilustrativo’.66 In this case, the Fascist attack is illustrative of the cruelty
displayed by the Nationalist troops and their international allies. Thus, the
creation of two fictitious characters allows Salazar to supply evidence of
this episode, which he considered relevant in the war but had not
witnessed himself. This attack receives detailed attention in En aquella
Valencia, illustrating Salazar’s extensive knowledge of the events. The
same phenomenon is seen in the next stage of Bernardo and Irene’s
journey, which Salazar did not experience either. After fleeing Málaga,

66 Moraña, Momentos críticos, 93.
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Bernardo and Irene’s hopes were in ‘La Francia eterna y hospitalaria’ (67).
However, France embodies Salazar’s disappointment with Europe’s
inaction in Perico en Londres: the exiles present ‘un resentimiento atroz
contra Francia’ (304) and the French ‘campos de concentración’ are
frequently mentioned with horror (67, 78, 132, 170 & 304). Salazar
expressed this feeling himself:

Tengo el corazón lleno con la situación de tanto refugiado en Francia,
muchos de los cuales tendrán que regresar a territorio facciosos [sic],
seguros de recibir terribles penas, antes que sufrir la miseria a que los
condena Francia—la Francia del Frente Popular.67

Consequently, as seen with the attacks inMálaga, Salazar uses fiction to offer
testimony of one of the most traumatic experiences lived by the Republican
exiles. Furthermore, France’s shabby treatment of the Republican exiles
features prominently in further exilic writing such as Max Aub’s Campo
francés (1965), Arturo Barea’s La llama (1951) and Jorge Semprún’s Le
Grand voyage (1963).68 Contrasting with such infernal terminology, their
arrival in England is described in language associated with deliverance:
‘Aparición providencial de Mackay. Mackay con una espada de fuego (unos
documentos), como un ángel. Mackay que los saca de aquel infierno y los
introduce en el paraíso perdido de las personas’ (67). The opposition
between hell and heaven is represented by the Fascists bringing hell to
earth and the Republicans performing a pilgrimage to a promised land.
The description of Britain as ‘el paraíso perdido de las personas’ (68)
contrasts with the image of London being bombarded by the Nazi
warplanes as ‘como debe de ser el infierno’ (333). Therefore, the division
between the languages of hell and heaven is also used to include the Axis
in the former and the Allies in the latter. This division equates the
Republicans with the Allies and Francoist Spain with Nazi Germany,
which is key for the exiles’ attempt to unite their cause to the Allies’ and
return democracy to Spain.

The biblical terminology is related to one of the exiles’ main purposes in
the narrative: to dismantle the negative image of Republicans spread by
the Nationalists. The Nationalist uprising was infamously framed, almost
from its inception, as a religious war: ‘the Rebels claimed to be fighting a
Christian Crusade against atheistic communism’.69 As Paul Preston

67 Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 26 February 1939, Archivo
personal de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.

68 See Alicia Alted Vigil &Manuel Aznar Soler, Literatura y cultura del exilio español de
1939 en Francia (Barcelona: AEMIC GEXEL, 1998).

69 Ben Edwards,With God on Our Side: British Christian Responses to the Spanish Civil
War (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013), 1.
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observes, this discourse attempted to attract religious and conservative
support in Spain and abroad.70 By appropriating religious language to
depict the exiles’ journey, Perico en Londres utilizes and inverts the
Nationalists’ narrative and highlights the damage the Spanish Church had
caused for centuries.71 In fact, the history of exile researched by Perico is
characterized by the systematic expulsion of intellectuals whose activity
was considered suspicious by the Church. The juxtaposition of both
chronologies, that is, the history of exile from Spain researched by Perico
and the contemporary experience of the Republican exiles, illustrates that
the latter is the latest in a long line of expulsions and suggests that the
exiles were not the demonic figures depicted by Spain’s Catholic Church.
As the exiles settle into British life, they see the increasing need to contest
anti-Republican propaganda. According to Carlos: ‘[n]os conviene
muchísimo dar en este país la medida de lo que somos. Hay que deshacer la
fama de salvajes que la propaganda fascista nos dio a los republicanos
durante la guerra’ (165). The first attempt to dismantle the prejudices
towards the Republicans occurs at Lady Alington’s tea party, where the
exiles’ intellectual nature becomes apparent. Other attempts will follow:
Bernardo’s talk in Cambridge, Manuel Filomeno’s choir, the work for the
Information Centre and Carlos’ ‘casa’. Most of these are based on real
events, bearing testimony of the exiles’ intellectual activity. Salazar gave
Bernardo’s speech, Manuel Filomeno is an allusion to Manuel Lazareno,
founder and director of the choir of Juventud Española, the Information
Centre was crucial for the exiles, and Carlos’ ‘casa’ recalls the Hogar
Español and the Instituto Español, wherein Salazar was a pivotal figure.72

As has been seen, the fusion between fiction and testimony in the creation
of Perico and the Republican characters allowed Salazar to offer testimony of

70 Paul Preston, Franco: A Biography (London: Harper Collins, 1993), 185.
71 The use of biblical language was common among other Republican exiles, as can be

seen with Catholic José Bergamín’s journal La España Peregrina, founded in 1940. See Ana
Tissera, ‘La España Peregrina. México 1940’, Tabanque. Revista Pedagógica, 12–13 (1997–
1998), 219–30.

72 For more information about Manuel Lazareno, see Carlos Martínez, Crónica de una
emigración: la cultura de los republicanos españoles en 1939 (México D.F.: Libro Mex, 1959);
available online at <https://www.cervantesvirtual.com/obra-visor/cronica-de-una-emigracion-
la-cultura-de-los-republicanos-espanoles-en-1939–0/html/ff70e490-82b1-11df-acc7-002185ce6
064_2.html#I_0> (accessed 4 April 2021). The Information Centre, named the Atlantic Pacific
Press Agency, was linked to the British Ministry of Information. Manuel Chaves Nogales,
represented in Perico en Londres by Emilio López Ortiz, oversaw the service for Latin
America (196, n. 169). The Hogar Español was promoted by Negrín and Pablo Azcaráte in
1941 as a space of tolerance and integration for Spanish exiles, inspired by the Institución
Libre de Eseñanza and the Residencia de Estudiantes. The Instituto Español was founded
by Negrín in 1944 with similar goals, but with more significant support from British
personalities. Both are mentioned in the narrative (372 & 413 respectively) and ‘la casa’
shares features with both. See Monferrer Catalán, Odisea en Albión, 121–31 & 133–41.
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the Republican exile in Britain from a personal and a collective perspective.
On the one hand, the creation of Perico through fiction and autobiography
allowed Salazar to express some personal experiences without having to
completely expose himself. Perico’s fictional elements also facilitated his
role as a representative for all Republican exiles in Britain. On the other
hand, the rounded and mostly fictional characters facilitate a detailed
representation of the intrahistoria of the collective while the recognizable
but flat characters add credibility to the narrative and enhance its
testimonial value. In closing this section it is also key to consider that,
while the characterization of Perico and the Republican exiles is crucial for
achieving a complex representation of the exiles’ experience, the depiction
of the British characters also plays an essential role in Perico en Londres.
As the next section will demonstrate, their characterization, which follows
different mechanisms than that of the Republican characters, complements
the depiction of exile by exploring the relationship between the exiles and
their host country.

Great Britain and British Society

The distancing of Salazar from Perico, as explored above, allowed the author
to create space for other experiences and characters, which enhanced the
testimonial value of the narrative and promotes a panoramic view of the
exilic experience. This space also facilitated the inclusion of British
characters, which was crucial for the portrayal of another important
dimension of the exiles’ experience: their relationship with their host
country. This article’s analysis will now shift to explore how Salazar drew
upon fiction and testimony to portray this relationship through the
characterization of British society. To do so, this section will explore how
the British characters are used to represent the Republican exiles’
ambivalent feelings towards their host country and the perspectives on the
Republican cause in Britain.

The depiction of British characters in Perico differs from the
characterization of Spanish ones, the former present a narrower range of
fusions of fiction and testimony. As Alberca states:

[…] cuando la novela utiliza materiales históricos, periodísticos o
sociológicos, lo hace con el fin de parecer más real […] cuando una
autobiografía se aproxima a la ficción, es decir, cuando se presenta
como la ficcionalización del autor o de un hecho histórico, desvirtúa
inevitablemente el pilar básico de su veracidad.73

73 Alberca, El pacto ambiguo, 285–86.
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Due to the complexity of this narrative, the representation of the British
characters reproduces both phenomena simultaneously. Most British
characters can be divided into two groups: those who correspond to a living
person of the time and those who seem entirely fictional. The former group
add legitimacy to the narrative and reinforce its testimonial nature. The
latter represent diverse sectors of British society but compromise the
veracity of the narrative. As will be seen, both support the expression of
the exiles’ experience and their attitude towards Britain. On the one hand,
the real characters are ‘los numerosos amigos de España’ (93). Their names
remain unchanged, preventing their anonymity, such as Isabel Brown,
leader of the Communist Party, and Professor Trend from Cambridge, both
firm supporters of the Republic. None the less, the disclosure of their
identities is balanced with their brief appearances: the former presents a
documentary about the Spanish Civil War in Glasgow and the latter hosts
Bernardo’s talk. Other characters are only mentioned in passing such as
Lady Atholl, Sir Daniel Stevenson, the Dean of Canterbury and Professor
Murray from Oxford (93). These characters show the influential
personalities who supported the Republic, strengthening its image.74 On
the other hand, the fictional British characters are flat and barely evolve.
Their role is almost emblematic as most symbolize certain sectors of
British society. For instance, Mackay, who assists the Republican exiles,
represents Scotland’s aid to the Republic.75 He is depicted as a Scottish
man who saves Republican exiles in France, ‘un ángel […] que los saca de
aquel infierno y los introduce en el paraíso perdido de las personas’ (67).
The image of Mackay as saviour continues during the exiles’ stay in Britain
and he is referred to as ‘un santo’ (43) when he financially assists Palencia.
Another example is Dora’s family: John, Dora’s brother, personifies
intellectual and political action (as a poet and member of numerous
political associations), Dora embodies humanitarian action (as a volunteer
for the Spanish Relief and the Committee for Help to Spain) and her
parents, Sir Percy and Lady Alington (who proudly considers herself ‘muy
victoriana’ [69]), symbolize the traditional British aristocracy that
supported the Francoists. These examples illustrate how the allegorical
nature of the British characters stems from their links to Spain.

Another important factor for the representation of British society is the
depiction of the European geopolitical situation. The narrative begins in
the interim between the end of the Spanish Civil War and the beginning of
the Second World War. The tensions of that moment result in divisions

74 For more information about these personalities, see Monferrer Catalán, Odisea en
Albión, 21–29.

75 For more information about the Scottish involvement in the Spanish Civil War, see
Daniel Gray, Homage to Caledonia: Scotland and the Spanish Civil War (New York: Luath
Press, 2013).
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within British society, depicted in a discussion betweenMackay and Sir Percy.
For Sir Percy, who supports Franco, Germany is not the main concern, but
Russia. He claims that Fascism is only ‘un cinturón, un fuerte braguero
aplicado a países que se les estaban saliendo las tripas sociales… ’ which
benefits Britain (77). Mackay, who defends the Republic, considers that
Spain had to resort to Russia because Europe had abandoned it, which
meant ‘un atropello y una equivocación’ (76) and resulted in Britain being
directionless and destined for war.76 Significantly, the narrative shows how
Britain eventually allies with the Soviet Union, which makes Carlos claim:
‘La historia, querido Palencia, nos da la razón’ (367), expressing the circular
nature of history. Mackay and Percy’s discussion is based on opposing
attitudes towards contemporary British foreign policy: the appeasement
strategy, based on making concessions to the fascist regimes to avoid
conflict, and those advocating a more robust response to Hitler’s manifest
aggression.77 Despite the differences in society, which recall pre-war Spain,
the conclusion of the discussion illustrates that the divisions are still
solvable: ‘El silencio de dos personas de pareceres y razones distintos, en
posiciones y con armamentos distintos, pero que no desean discutir, que no
quieren luchar’ (79). In fact, the British unity awakens the exiles’ admiration
(200).

Additionally, the British fictional characters are used to portray how the
information received in Britain about Spain was confusing and
propagandistic. This issue is illustrated when Lady Alington struggles to
distinguish between the ‘Spanish tories’ and the ‘Spanish whigs’ when
reading the press.78 Another instance is the propagandistic documentary
presented by the leader of the Communist Party in Glasgow. Dora and
Lady Alington attend the screening while seeking refuge from a ‘diluvio’
from which they are saved by ‘el arca de un automóvil’ (99), which again
utilizes biblical terminology. Representing the divisions in society, the
public, including Dora, is deeply moved, while Lady Alington is horrified
and considers that: ‘para criticar al Gobierno y recabar unas cuantas libras
no era indispensable echar mano del Apocalipsis’ (102). Significantly, her

76 It is considered that Britain was the only country that faithfully followed the Non-
Intervention agreement (August 1936). Whereas Britain ‘consistently pursued strict non-
intervention’, the French occasionally ‘provided assistance to the Republic’ and ‘Nazi
Germany, Fascist Italy, and the Society Union engaged in widespread intervention’ (Glyn
Arthur Stone, ‘Neville Chamberlain and the Spanish Civil War, 1936–9’, The International
History Review, 35:2 [2013], 377–95 [pp. 378–79]).

77 See Keith Neilson ‘The Defence Requirements Sub-Committee, British Strategic
Foreign Policy, Neville Chamberlain and the Path to Appeasement’, The English Historical
Review, 118:477 (2003), 651–84; and Stone ‘Neville Chamberlain and the Spanish Civil War’.

78 The complexity of the British media responses to the Spanish Civil War is analysed in
David Deacon, British News Media and the Spanish Civil War: Tomorrow May Be Too Late
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh U. P., 2008).
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use of biblical terminology dismisses the exiles’ dichotomy between heaven
and hell studied above. In fact, she associates heaven with Chamberlain,
responsible for the appeasement strategy, and considers him an ‘ángel
bondadoso’ (104). None the less, she changes her mind when she meets
Bernardo and Irene:

[…] cuando lady Alington vio a don Bernardo e Irene—una pareja roja—,
su sistema filosófico quedó socavado por su base. La teoría no convenía con
la realidad. El infierno imaginado no era ni siquiera purgatorio, sino
sociabilidad verdadera. (106)

The biblical terminology enforces a satirical note about class prejudices:
whereas the documentary exposes experiences like those lived by Bernardo
and Irene, Lady Alington reacts badly to the former for its sensationalism
and for being presented by a woman. In contrast, Bernardo and Irene
represent an acceptable face of exile: liberal verging on conservative,
wealthy and well-presented, which pleases Lady Alington’s sense of
tradition. Lady Alington’s development illustrates the British ignorance
about the Spanish conflict and relates to the exiles’ will to dismantle
Francoist propaganda.

Furthermore, the characterization of British society helps to express the
exiles’ mixed feelings towards Britain, which exhibits a complex view of exile
that dismantles Claudio Guillén’s famous dichotomy between ‘exilio’ (feelings
of loneliness and estrangement) and ‘contraexilio’ (feelings of universal
solidarity).79 According to Edward Said, ‘[f]or an exile, habits of life,
expression or activity in the new environment inevitably occur against the
memory of these things in another environment’, a phenomenon he calls
‘contrapuntal vision’.80 This contrapuntal vision can be seen in Perico en
Londres as the perception of Britain is filtered through a sentiment of
ambivalence brought about by the exiles’ attachment to Spain’s past and
present. On the one hand, thanks to the British individuals who assist the
Republicans, the exiles perceive Britain as a welcoming space. Alongside
Palencia’s devotion to Britain, Bernardo describes his arrival in England in
the following terms: ‘En cuanto se entra aquí, este país da una sensación
tan fuerte de seguridad que nadie puede imaginar que le pueda pasar nada
malo, […] se recibe una inyección de esperanza… ’ (65). Similarly,
Filomeno considers that Britain is the best option for exile: ‘aunque
tuviéramos bombas, éramos sin duda la emigración que lo estaba pasando
mejor […] Una suerte inmensa haber caído en este país’ (411). Despite the

79 Claudio Guillén, ‘On the Literature of Exile and Counter-Exile’, Books Abroad, 50:2
(1976), 271–80.

80 Edward Said, ‘Reflections on Exile’, in his Reflections on Exile and Other Essays
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard U. P., 2000), 137–49 (p. 148).
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difficulties, their situation in Britain is perceived as privileged,
acknowledging the harshness experienced by those who stayed in Spain
and the freedom provided by exile. On the other hand, as seen in the
words: ‘Casi costaba trabajo creer, al ver a Dora en las tablas, siempre tan
encantadora y tan bien vestida, que la República estuviera sola del todo… ’
(94), the exiles feel ambivalent towards Britain. The disparity between
British society and the government is presented through discussions about
the appeasement policy and the Non-Intervention Agreement, as discussed
above.81 The European passivity shown by the Non-Intervention
Agreement is perceived by the exiles as decisive in Franco’s victory, which
makes its signatories equally guilty for Spain’s fate (149–50).82

Additionally, the characters’ struggles are perceived through the filter of
the homeland, reinforcing Said’s notion of contrapuntal vision. There are
references to their difficulties with the language, their poor working
conditions (two characters who were a lawyer and a university professor in
Spain are working digging ditches in Oxford) and their economic problems
(Palencia cannot afford hospital bills), which increase their alienation.
Consequently, the exiles’ contrapuntal vision and perception of their
situation in Britain defies extremes and presents an ambiguous and
complex response. This depiction of exile could not be defined in terms of
either ‘exile’ or ‘counter-exile’ as Guillén suggested but entails the co-
existence of feelings related to both.

These exiles’ perceptions of Britain and its society also dismantle another
common idea around exile: the exiles’ obsession with the past, either as a
burden to dwell in the present or a spur to look towards the future.
Sebastiaan Faber argues that, ‘[d]enied the right to participate further in
the history of his or her community, the exile starts living in and off
memory’, and therefore ‘the exile ceases to live in the present’.83 Balibrea,
while recognizing the exiles’ problematic relationship with the past, offers
a more complex approach:

Para muchos exiliados que quieren continuar vinculados a España, la
vuelta al pasado se percibe como la única manera de avanzar hacia el
futuro. Su concepción del tiempo en el exilio es por ello circular uniendo

81 Salazar expressed this feeling in a letter: ‘Pero desde el otro punto de vista, el de la
política inglesa, cosa distinta del sentimiento para con nosotros del pueblo inglés’. See
Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 1 September 1938, Archivo personal
de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.

82 Salazar referred to Francoist Spain as: ‘un pueblo hambriento, tributario a la vez de
Alemania e Italia—y Francia e Inglaterra. Nos han vencido todas estas naciones, cada una a su
modo’. See Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 26 February 1939, Archivo
personal de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.

83 Sebastiaan Faber, Exile and Cultural Hegemony: Spanish Intellectuals in Mexico,
1939–1975 (Nashville: Vanderbilt U. P., 2002), 23.
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pasado con el futuro del retorno, en el que podrán volver a ser modernos/
españoles.84

Thus, their vision is more dynamic and interconnected to other temporalities
than pure nostalgia would imply, which helps to understand the exiles’
relationship with their past, present and future in Perico en Londres. While
the characters also look to the past, they are mostly concerned with their
present and future. For instance, Palencia resorts to Spanish history to
find an answer to when Franco’s dictatorship will end, illustrating a
circular conception of time: ‘Seis años, siete años a lo sumo. Es lo más que
suele durar una situación de violencia en España. Véanlo ustedes por estas
cifras de absolutismo: de 1814 a 1820, de 1823 a 1833, de 1923 a 1931’
(121–22). Most exiles are certain that their future is in Europe’s hands:

[…] la situación española estaba engastada […] en la situación europea. Si
había guerra, el régimen español perecería, se vendría abajo enseguida; si
no había guerra, aquello podría durar más de siete años, ‘más que
nosotros’. (124)85

Thus, highlighting the significance of the Republican cause becomes their
priority. Demystifying the exiles’ obsession with the past, the characters
become absorbed in linking past and present to rebuild their stolen future.
One of the most significant ways of doing this is, as seen in multiple
instances, by inscribing the Spanish conflict onto the wider international
issue of the Second World War.

As has been seen, the balance between fictional and testimonial elements
in the depiction of British characters is different to that shown above in
Republican characters. Both the inclusion of real British people and the
creation of fictional British characters facilitate the representation of how
the exiles felt towards Britain and vice versa. By portraying how the
Republicans simultaneously experienced the warmth of British society and
the government’s passivity, this depiction facilitates the expression of a
multifaceted understanding of the Republican exile in Britain as both
traumatic and fulfilling, despairing and fortunate, full of new opportunities
and alienating. Significantly, despite being published in 1947, after the
outcome of the war, Perico en Londres finishes just before the end of the
conflict and thus the exiles’ expectations for their future remain unfulfilled.

84 Mari Paz Balibrea, Tiempo de exilio: una mirada crítica a la modernidad española
desde el pensamiento republicano en el exilio (Barcelona: Montesinos, 2007), 88.

85 Salazar showed this belief in a letter: ‘Tenemos destierro para rato. A España (como a
Europa) solo la salvaría una guerra; una guerra en que España no interviniese. El triunfo de
Francia, Rusia y Gran Bretaña sobre Alemania e Italia es lo único que salvaría a nuestro país’.
See Esteban Salazar Chapela, ‘Carta a Guillermo de Torre’, 18 August 1939, Archivo personal
de Guillermo de Torre, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS/22830/9.
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This open ending, however, is different from those found in purely fictional
narratives. Due to the fusion between fiction and testimony, the reader
remains unaware of the details of the characters’ fate but comprehends
that the exiles’ hopes in the Allies were in vain, accentuating the tragic
nature of the Republican diaspora.

It therefore seems clear that Esteban Salazar Chapela found in generic
hybridity an ideal space to express the ambiguity, devastation, joy and
trauma of exile. The interplay between autobiography and fiction has been
explored to show how it provided the author with the ability to express
himself without complete self-exposure and give a detailed testimony of the
intrahistoria of the Republican exiles in Britain. The combination of these
layers characterizes the narrative as an early example of autofiction where
autofiction and exile are indispensable to each other. As has been shown,
the effects of this combination between autobiography and fiction are
especially fruitful in the construction of Perico, the Republican characters
and British society. Perico allowed Salazar to (re)create his identity
through writing while still protecting himself with a layer of fiction. The
Republican characters, which present the daily life, difficulties and joys of
exile in Britain, provided a testimonial value to the narrative. Finally, the
British characters facilitate the expression of the exiles’ ambivalence
towards the country and a multi-dimensional depiction of exile.*

* Disclosure Statement: No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author.
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